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ABSTRACT

Choosing what language to use and what cultural values to adopt may be
problematic for international students undertaking cross-border studies in the U.S. This

-problemoccurs simply because the students bring with them the various cultural values
and beliefs, and language-related identities with them in a new linguistic environment.
This paper aims at identifying the major patterns of language use among Indonesian
students in the U.S. and the reasons of Indonesian students in choosing particular
languages in conversations.

The study involved eighteen Indonesian students undertaking master and
doctoralstudies in someAmerican universities. The surveyand interviewmethods are
used to gatherthe data. Theresults of the survey and interview disprove my previous
prediction that the inter-or intrapersonal mechanism, suchas community or institutional
norms, accommodation, politeness, physical condition such as fatigue or laziness, and
rationality maydetermine the speakers' language choices. Thisstudy indicated that that
Indonesians in the U.S. mightbe awareofthe importance of influences such as, cultural
values that may directly or indirectly impact the language preference, and some
unpredictable and violable arrangements for language choice, such as
exclusion/inclusion ofothers inaddition totheapparent communal perception ofEnglish
as the accepted institutional andsocialpasswordin theU.S. Additionally, I learnedthat
the students' multilingual strategy wasreflected in. theirability to 'playsafe'in usingthe
languages in multilingual interactions, by selecting the mostComfortable languages in
conversations without neglecting others who were within their earshot.

Keywords: codeswitching, language choice, multilingualism, graduate students in the
US .
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Introduction

On summer trip in 2007, on the way to Baltimore, oiie ofmy Indonesian friends
could not help but finishing up his sentence in Javanese when commenting on our
American travel mate sloppily washing his hands using our 'precious' mineral water. He,
said, "Why don't you wait till we stop at the hotel to wash your hands? It's ^eman-emdn\
you know!" Then he continued grumbling in Javanese. I assumed that his altemation
from English to Javanese was simply due to the absence of the English word for 'eman-
emanwhich actually means 'something that needs to be saved and cared about because
of its preciousness.' Since I travelled with Indonesians who have different regional
language backgrounds, I was wondering at that time why he used Javanese instead ofthe
Indonesian {Bahasa Indonesia) terms and sentences, considering that the later is
described as "the language .of wider communication among those of different
ethnolinguistic backgroimds (Lowenberg, 1992, p. 66). Even though we traveled in the
same van and ate at the same dining.table during the trip, it seemed that our togethemess
was often separatedby language barriers. Since we always wanted to use codes that were
most comfortable for us, we tended to use our regional language (Javanese) and native
language (colloquial Bahasa Indonesia) throughout the trip. Language conflicts and
misunderstanding sometimes occurred due to die linguistic preferences we made. As a
consequence, our American travel mates complained about our language crossing
behavior since they were within our earshot. They thought that we did that on purpose to
exclude them from conversations, or gossiped about them behind their backs. Although
we admitted that they might be right to a certain extent, we actually used our native
languages for several other reasons such as to show solidarity, even though^ borrowing
Blom and Gumperz' terms of solidarity and non-solidarity to conversants (2000), this
might mean that we violated our solidarity with our American travel mates, and cover up
the absence ofparticular terms in English. Besides, fatigue or tiredness also sometimes
forced us to use a shortcut to Indonesian and neglect the American ears. I realized that
when we spoke our language in a multilingual setting, we might forget that we have
indirectly silenced others. Therefore, whether it is negative or positive, our American
friends' reactions towards our language crossing behavior reminded us to be aware ofthe
communal norms governing language use in foreign settings. Specifically, this
experience in language contact generated questions in my mind related to the typical
features of language use among Indonesian students in the U.S., and their reasons for
choosing aparticular language in conversation in foreign settings.

During the last twenty years there has been a sharp boost in ^e efforts of the
Indonesian government to send students and scholars abroad. Considering the
imbeatable status ofEnglish as an intematipnal language, the Indonesian government still
prioritizes English speaking countries as the study destination to send those creams ofthe
crops in the Indonesian academic field. In order to academically survive in a foreign
environment, students have to make sure that their linguistic performance meets the
academic as well as social requirements. Since most ofIndonesian students are naturally
bilinguals with at least two lariguages, it is assumed that shifts ofsocial norms governing
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their language use may happen when they liye in foreign settings. Goebel (2602a)
suggests that discussing the social norms influencing the language choice should be
placed •under the same umbrella of exploring the factors affecting speakers'
communicative competence. Since students' communicative competence is among the
most important factors in determining their academic and social achievements, the
phenomenon ofstudents' language useinmultilingual settings has triggered someinterest
in research focused on language contact, which normally involves bilingual and
multilingualspeakers,and languagechoiceresulting fromthe languagecontactactivities.

When engaging in language contact activities, Indonesian students may have to
adaptto thenew communal normsin theU.S., whichincludesthe language. Becauseof
the existing different norms, a misunderstanding resulting from the language crossing
activities mayoccurespecially whenthestudents are interacting inmultilingual settings.
Without denying the fact that language crossing activities may perform a multilingual
competence for speakers, it is worth noting that "the ability to code-switch may
sometimes be regarded with suspicion or disfavor in certain circumstances by English
speakers" (Wardhaugh, 2002,p. 107). Following Wardhaugh, I assume thatmyAmerican
friends' complaints during the summertrip may show the monolingual speakers'critical
reactions towards thenew forms resulted from code-switching activities. Considering
that code-switching may play a significant role in Indonesian students' linguistic
activities in theU.S.,researchonthismatterisnecessary.

Previous Research on Code-Switching among Indonesians

Thericharrayofregional languages andethnic groups inIndonesia hasprovided
material studies on language contacts among different groups of speakers. Several
research studies on languagecontactshavebeen conductedinvolving speakersfrom the
same ethno- linguistic backgrounds in Indonesia, suchas a study on Javanese speakers'
code-choices in East Java by Wolff and Poedjosoedarmo (1982); Errington's (1988)
researchon languageuse among(urban nobility)in Solo,CentralJava; Martin's
(2005) studyonlanguageshiftsandcode-switching inNorthernBomeo. Theresearchon
code-switching involving speakers from different ethnicities haschallenged researchers
such as Zurbuchen (1984) who studied the interactions between Balinese and non-
Balinese and Wolff and Poedjosoedarmo ( 1982) who explored the use of regional
languages among Indonesians. Despite of theabundance of research oncode-switching
conducted on interethnic groups in Indonesia, however; apparently there is a limited
research on code-switching inyolving Indonesian students staying in foreign countries,
except for Tanner (1967); Yassi (2001) and Novera (2004). As cited in Wardhaugh
(2001), Tanner's study was focused on linguistic usage of a small group of Javanese-
Indonesian graduate students and their family members in the U.S. in 1967. His study
reported that"Indonesians in theU.S. tended to use English whendiscussing academic
topics, hutBahasa Indonesia for most other common activities."An interesting finding in
that study was the assumption that Bahasa Indonesia was regarded as a "neutral and
democratic" language, while Javanese was only used with closed intimates to express
respect among thespeakers, related to age and status difference (ascited inWardhaugh,
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2001,p. 101). Considering the unstable political situation ofIndonesia in 1960's,itwas
apparent that Bahasa Indonesia was mostly used to show a sense ofpolitical nationality.
To my knowledge, and it was in fact noted-by previous research on interethnic code-
switching among Indonesians (see e.g. WolffandPoedjosoedarmo, 1982 andZurbuchen,
1984), it should be understood that whenever they are outside the country, Javanese-
Indonesians want to be identified as Indonesians and not Javanese. Tanner's approach on
analyzing code-switching from a sociolinguistics perspective opened wider doors for
research in the same area. Yassi ,(2001) conducted another study on code-switching
studies from a different point ofview. Relying on data collected frompengajian (Islamic
teaching) activities among students in an Australia university,-Yassi mapped the typical
patterns of Indonesian-English code-switching based on their syntactic categories,
combinability of switched segments and types of code-switching. Without denying its
significant contribution toward studies on the struggle ofIndonesian students abroad, the
most recent research conducted by Novera (2004) does not directly touch the language
use, since it is focused more on academic, cultural and social experiences of Indonesian
students'inAustralia.

Recent^research studies on code-switching involving speakers from different
ethnicities are pioneered by Goebel (2002a). Relying on data taken-from two
neighborhoods in Semarang, Central Java, she undertakes a geographically oriented
linguistic study of intra-ethnic and interethnic interaction in those two communities that
consisted of speakers from different ethnicities. Acknowledging her debt to previous
researchers such as Wolf and Pedjosoedarmo (1982); Zurbuchen (1984), she a^eed to
some points that Bahasa Daerah (regional languages) were sometimes used in
interethnic interaction to indicate familiarity" (p. 70). Goebel noted that this finding was
different from generalizations made by some other researchers in the previous decade,
that Bahasa Indonesia is the language used in wider communication involving speakers
from different ethnicities (see, e.g. Lowenberg, 1992 and Nababan, 1991). Challenged
by those different arguments, Goebel conducted a deeper research study by presenting
code-switching activities in interethnic and foreigner-Indonesian interactions. In this,
research, she blended the discussion on language switching with some pedagogical
implications on the teaching and learning ofEnglish in Indonesia, (2002b). Driven by her
serious concerns on language education in Indonesia, collaborating with Black (see.
Black & Goebel 2001,2002), Goebel conducted another research study by discussing the
neglected area in the teaching ofIndonesian, namely the social significance ofIndonesian
varieties with regard to regional languages. In this research, the two authors also proposed
the application of a multimedia teaching tool as a possible solution, and discussed how
this relates to die multiliteracies approach to pedagogy.

Another study involving interethnic. interactions was conducted by M^tin
(2005), discussing language shift and code-switching in Northern Borneo and how
languages ofwider communication, both Malay and English, affect the language use in
Kuala Belait^ Northern Borneo. The multiracial condition in Indonesia has challenged
.more researchers to explore language use by different ethnicities. Wolff (1997) and
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Rafferty (1984), for example, explored the language use among Chinese immigrants in
Indonesia. Wolffparticularlyanalyzed the speech and identity of Peranakan Chinese
(mixed Chinese-Indonesian) inJava. ThetermPeranakanwasusedto identify a person
.withmixedblood, and during the. Dutch colonial times, this term referred to anyone of
mixedracialancestry. It shouldbenotedthatChinese-Indonesian arenotnativespeakers
ofthe Chineselanguage anymore, instead, they createdtheir own languagebased on the
regional language (Javanese), colloquial Indonesian andDutch. Since theycreated their
own language, Peranakan Chinese constructed their own identity to distinguish them
from thepribumi (Javanese origins). The study on code-switching among Peranakan
Chinese conducted earlier by Raffertypresentedthe languageof Chinese in Java, how
those speakers experienced a language lossandadopted lowMalay andregional language
(Javanese)asa meansofcommunicationamongthemselves.

The phenomena of language contact may be approached from—diverse
perspectives, andit provides a wideareato be explored. I found one study on language
choiceamongan Indonesianreligious group(Muslim) which was focused on the use of
Javanese, Arabicand Indonesian in conversations (Susanto, 2006). Relyingon the data
taken from religious musyawarah (religious meeting), the audior reported that the
participants' reason forcode-switching was mostly driven bymetaphorical factors, e.g.,
Arabic phrases were inserted inconversation and speech inorder togainreligious merits.

Despite the abundance of research on code-switching among intra-ethnic and
interethnic Indonesian speakers, avery limited number ofstudies were done onlanguage
choice among Indonesian students' abroad, particularly in the U.S. The lack of
information on this matter has led me to undertake a study of language choice as a
multilingual strategy among Indonesian graduate students intheU.S. This study isaimed
atanalyzing thelanguage preference and thereason forchoosing particular languages on
particular occasions. As Indonesian students share the same language (Bahasa
Indonesia), and sometimes regional languages (depending on their ethnicities), it is
assumed that the studentshave more thanone linguisticcode that they can alternateas a
resource oflinguistic strategy during conversation.

The Status of English in Indonesia

Regardless of thesignificant useofEnglish in Indonesia, the status ofEnglish in
thiscountry isstillthatofa foreign language. English isoneofthesubjects taught inmost
government-sponsored high schools. French and German are altemative foreign
languages, butthe majority ofthe students choose English. Students who choose English
areexposed to two to four hours ofEnglish instmction a week throughout theirsixyears .
of high school. Besides these traditional government schools, there are a number of
private and government-sponsored schools, such as bilingual schools and immersion
programs, inwhich themedium ofinstruction formostsubjects isEnglish. Someofthese
have primary school sections where theinstruction inEnglish begins asearly as thefirst
or secondyear. Enrollmentin these schools is very selective, based on entranceexam
scores.
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• Furthermore, there are also, many state and private Universities which offer
English-medium education at degree levels, which is called the international program
(college level) or the immersion program (secondary level). Admittance to tiiese
programs and schools are by the central university or school entrance examinations.
Such universities and schools offer intensive preparatory English classes,, which are
normally conducted in the first year, for those students who do not have adequate
proficiency to follow classes which are conducted completely in English.

Considering these educational circumstances, therefore, more and more people in
Indonesiaare aware ofthe fact that, at least some knowledge ofEnglish is necessary to get
ahead in life. It brings high status to the individual socially, as well as extending job
opportunities. Consequently, many parents do their best to have their children educated
in an English school. Because of the extensive English use in some vital fields in.
Indonesia, parents also send their children'to some private English courses, or ifthey are
wealthy enough, to foreign countries.

The development and use ofEnglish in Indonesia may be as fast as the spread of
MacDonalds and Starbucks, which can now be found on every comer ofthe cities in this
country. Just as the existence of'MacDonaldization' there is also a trend to 'Englishify'
some aspects of Indonesian people's lives such as the entertainment industry, which
touches people's everyday's lives in general.

In everyday conversation, to begin with, English expressions are used as a
conversation smoother by combining them with colloquial Indonesian, such as 'So what
gitu lohT (so what?), 'Please dehV (for crying out loud!), and so on. This creativity in
using" English-flavored expressions is especially used by youngsters, and they will be
considered old-fashioned ifthey do not follow this trend. This fact, I guess, has inspired
some people in the entertainment industry to apply this trend in movies, TV shows and
music. In the movies, for example, there is a trend to insert English flavor both in title and
dialogue, such as in Love is CintaEiffel, I'm in Love', Heart', 'Virgin' and 'Me and High
Heel' as well as in songs such as 'Heart', 'You and Me' and Welcome to My Paradise'.
There are also popularbands that adopt English-likenames such as 'God Bless', 'Sheila on
Seven', 'Slank', 'Steven and the CoconutTree' and so on.

There is also a trend for TV stations to air English programs, ranging fi"omnewsto
reality shows. These programs have not only fueled the use ofEnglish, but also increase
the desire ofIndonesians to equip themselves with the ability to understand English.

Regional Languages (Native Languages) ofIndonesia

Hudak reported that "with a population ofmore than 200 million, Indonesia is the
home ofhundreds ofminority languages" (1998). I personallybelieve that the diversity of
languages, cultures, religions and traditional beliefs has made Indonesia a
sociolinguisticaUy fascinating countty. It is considered common to speak two or three
languages as one shuttles fi*om one speech community to another, even though they have
Bahasa Indonesia as the national language^ Indonesian's national language is a
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standardized dialect of the Malay language that. was officially defined with the
declaration ofIndonesia's independence in 1945, andreformed spelling was proposed in
1972 (Nababan, 1991). BahasaIndonesia is used as a medium of instruction in every
school,asidefromtheregionallanguages orvernaculars. Sincestudentsalsohaveto take
English and/or other foreign languages at schools, bilingualism, and even
multilingualism is quite common for Indonesians. Nababan reported that government,
throughthe ministers of educationcentrallyestablishedthe curriculumused in schools.
Thecurriculum which is applied in standard syllabus foracourse book ispragmatic and
communicative anditisalso equally applies toforeign languages (1991).

Indonesia isthefourth mostpopulous nation intheworld. Ofitslarge population
thenumber of people who fluently speak BahasaIndonesia is fast approaching 100%,
thus making Indonesian one of the most widely spoken languages in the world. Most
Indonesians, aside from speaking the national language, are often fluent in another
regional language or local dialect (for example, Javanese. Minanekabau. Balinese and
Sundanese and soon) which are commonly used athome andwithin the local commimity.
Most formal education, as well as nearly all national media and other forms of
communication, are conducted in Bahasa Indonesia.

Furthermore, Bahasa Indonesia is a normative form of the Malay language, an
Austronesian language which has been used as a lingua franca in the hidonesian
archipelago for centuries. Because ofitsorigins, Indonesian (in its most standard form)
may sometimes be.mutually intelligible with the official Malaysian language. However,
it does differ from Malaysian in some aspects, with differences in pronunciation and
vocabulary.

Bahasa Indonesia and some regional languages have been influenced by other
languages along with themobility of people thatwill require them to imderstand each
others' languages. Borrowing terms from other languages is not a rare phenomenon.
Based on the linguistic diversity inIndonesia, then, Indonesians are encouraged tocode-
switch the languages in communication with others. Specifically, in order to
lin^stically survive ina foreign ornew setting, students may need toadapt todifferent
communalnormsgoverning thelanguageuse.

Code-SwitchingamongBilingualsand Multilinguals

Whenever people speak, inwhatever languages and styles they use, they make
choices. Beingable toalternate from using one language toanothermaywell reveal one's
linguistic intelligence. Coulmas (2006) stated that "the ability to consider alternatives
and opt for one is basic to intelligent life." There has been a significant trend among
researchers to approach the language crossing behavior from various perspectives.
Neverdieless, it seems that the existing theories of code-switching have been almost
exclusivelybased on research in communities characterized by relatively stable bilingual
ormultilingual speakers living inparticularregions, such asprevious research conducted
on Spanish communities in the U.S., French in Canada, Arabic in Britain or other
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immigrants aU over the world. -In her studyinvolving bilingualspeakersin an acadenuc
.department inaU.S. university, Weninger (2007) pointed outthattheprevious influential
theoriesoncode-switching wereall characterizedby different viewstowardapproaching
and explaining code-switching; Since those studies were mainly, focused on stable,
speakers from particular groups or,communities, .such as-immigrants, and permanent
residents, It is assumed that the researchers may pay more attention to the large issues
suchasspeakers' sharednormative systems andtheirparticipation inandinterpretation of
social interactions. Weninger's study tried to open a wider scope ofapproaching code-
switching from a different pointofview, involving bilingual speakers from twodifferent
language backgrounds (Spanish and German). She'touched otheraspects influencing
speakers' language choices such asmotivation andethnic identity. AsRomaine (1994)
reminded us, other more personal issues related to code-switching, such as motivation
and variouspressuresfrombackgrounddifferences in economy, culture,administration,
politics, religion, etc. may need to be taken into account..

From.the sociolinguist's point of view, code-switching is studied to understand
why people who are competent in two languages or more alternate languages in a
particular situation or conversation (Reyes, 2004). The concept of code-switching, as
definedby Gumperz(as citedin Reyes,2004,p. 78),refersto*thealternateuse of two or
more languages in the same utterance or conversation, or a situation in which a speaker
(or a writer) uses a mixture of distinct language varieties as discourse proceeds."
Therefore, it does not only refer to the situation when two or more speakers switch to
differentlanguages in conversation, but also when theyuse differentvarietiesor styles.
Furthermore, Skiba (1997) gives an additional explanationthat choices about how code-
switching manifests itself are determinedby a number of social and linguistic factors.
Accordingly, code-switching and the other types of language choices might be quite
typical in bilingual, multilingual and immigrant populations. Code-switching, as Gal
(1988as cited inWardhaugh, 2002,P. 100)puts it, carriesa deepermeaningsince it may
perform"a conversational strategyused to establish, cross or destroygroupboundaries;
to create, evokeor changeinterpersonalrelationswith theirrights and obligations."

Instilled by their rights and obligations in using particular languages, speakers
code-switch based on various reasons. The illustration in the earlier part of this paper
supports Crystal's (1987) argument that the first reason for code-switching is the
speaker's limitedknowledge of a particular language; therefore, alternation to another
language is needed to cover up the speaking deficiency. As a result, the speaker may
speakanodierlanguage foracertainamountoftime. Thistypeofcode-switchingtendsto
occur when the speaker is upset, tired or distracted in some manner. The secondreason,
accordingto Crystal,commonlyoccurswhen an individual wishes to expresssolidarity
with a particular group. Relationship and understanding is established between the
speaker andthe listener whenthe listener responds witha similarswitch. Additionally,
this type of switchingmay also be used to exclude others who do not speak the s^e
languagefromcertaintopicsdiscussedin conversations. Sucha situationcan be found,
for example,in an English speaking environment, when there are two people on a bus,
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sliaring the same.native language, speaking in a language otherthanEnglish. Theymay
choose to talk in their language intentionally because of the sensitivity of cbnversation
topics that requires them to be cautious ofnot offending others: Others on that bus, who
dpnotspeakthesame language, would beexcluded from theconversation anda degree of
comfort wouldexistamongst the speakers in theknowledge thatnotall thosepresenton
the bus are listening to their conversation. Crystal also contends that another reason for
code-switching is that the alteration occurs when the speaker wishes to conveyhis/her
attitude to the listener, such as admiration, disagreement, or even anger. Where
monolingualspeakerscan communicate these attitudesby meansofvariation in the level
of formality in theirspeech, bilingual speakers canconvey thesame bycode-switching.
Further, Crystal suggests thatwheretwobilingual speakers areaccustomed toconversing
in aparticular.language, switching to the otheris bound to create a special effect(1987).
These notions suggest that code-switching may be used as a socio-linguistic tool by
bilingual speakers.

Additionally, when people mix the formal and informal styles,.it can also be
discussed undertheumbrellaofcode-switching. In fact to my knowledge, I believe that,
while bilinguals and monolinguals code-switch, monolinguals may do the same thing
with particular codes in their languages, for example the use of slang by American
youngsters, honorifics by Javanese speakers, Bahasa gaut used by Indonesian
youngsters. In fact, code-switching can take place in a conversation when one speaker
usesonelanguage andtheotherspeakersanswerin differentlanguages. Soa personmay
start speaking one language and then change to another one in the middle of their
speeches, or sometimes even in the middle ofa sentence, based on the functions of their
conversations. Apparently, Grosjean highlights an interesting phenomenon where
multicompetentusershavetheabilitytoaltematebetweenlanguages whenspeakingwith
people sharing thesame languages (1989). Heprovides a further explanation that there
will be a possibility for multicompetent users to not only use two or more languages
separately, but fliey mayalsouse those languages at the same time. As a consequence,
code-switching may occur in various pattems. Grosjean's argument was based on
Spolsky's (1998) categorization of code-switching, i.e. intersentential switching,when
speakers switchfromone language to anotherat a sentenceboundary, and intrasentential
switching,or code-mixingwhen the switch takesplace withinone sentence.

FollowingSpolsky, Blom and Gumperz (2000) introduce two pattems ofcode-
switching basedonfactors affecting it. Theyassertthatcode-switching variesaccording
to the situation (situational code-switching) and within a conversation (metaphorical
code-switching). Underthe metaphorical category, code-switching varies according to
^scoiirse functions. In some situations, code-switching is done deliberately such as to

1.Bahasa gaul is theinformal Indon^ian"language of sociability", commonly used among Indonesian
university students andinvanous publications aimed at middle-class Indonesian youth. Thislanguage
expresses not only'young people's aspirations for social and economic mobility, butalso increasingly
cosmopolitan, national youth culture (Heffher, 2007).
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include or exclude someone from a conversation, to convey intimacy, or to emphasize a
message. Thus, it may be seen as a sign ofsohdarity within speakerswho share the same
language and non-solidarity when they mean to exclude particular speakers outside the
group. In other words, speakers switch languages, to achieve a special communicative
effect. Previously,Gumperz (1982)has developedthe above conceptsofcode-switching
and introduced pother term, conversational code-switching, wWch includes fimctions
such as quotations, addressee specification, inteijection, duplication, message
qualification and personalization. In this case, Gumperz stresses the importance of
discourse in code-switching, giving clues about conversational contributions such as
assurance ofthemessageconveyed andchangeoftopicinconversations.

Another study related to the social functions of code-switching from a social-
.political perspective is seen in a study by Heller (1992), who highlights that code-
switching in igeneral may be used as a political strategy, especially in ethnic
mobilizations. In her view, and in order to imderstand the role and significance ofcode-
switching in a givencommunity, it is essential to understand notonlyits distribution.in
such a community but also how that distribution is attached to the way groups control.
both the distribution ofaccess to valued resources, such as jobs and social mobihty, and
the ways in which that value is assigned. In this case. Heller points out how socio
political- factors seemto influencethe actualpresenceor absence ofcode-switching in a
given community. Speakers may want to present particular identities attached in the
languages used, and accordingly, whether they are driven by an emergence or existed
social norms, the motivations for code-switchingmay always change.

Myers-Scotton (1985) developed the above situational and metaphorical
dichotomy and presents the Markedness Model (MM) which is based on the notions of
social motivations for code-switching. According to Myers-Scotton, language choice
might be related to identity construction. Therefore, if a speaker's language choice is
unexpected or marked in a given situation, it redefines the role relations and situations.
By using two or more linguistic varieties in the same conversation, speakers may
negotiate a change in tiie social distance between themselves and other participMts in the
conversation. In other words, speakers may always have desires to present particular
identities or wish others to view themselves attached to particular identities throu^ the
languages they use.

Significance ofthe Study

This study aims to explore how Indonesian university graduate students in the
United States demonstrate their multilingual competencies through the use of code-
switching among English, Bahasa Indonesm and their regional languages in
conversationsboth in raonolmgual and in multilingual settings. .1 would like to hijghlight
that the conceptofcodcrswitchingrefers to the alternateuse oftwo or more languagesin
the same uttei^ce or conversation, or a situation in which a speaker (or a writer) uses a
mixture ofdistinct l^guage varieties as discourse proceeds. However, thisresearch will
only focus onspoken language. This study will also identify the paiticular patterns of
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language preference and some possible reasons why those students chose a particular
language over another language inconversations with theirpeers invarious settings. The
term "Indonesian university graduate students" inthis studyrefers toparticipants who are
pursuing degrees (both MA and PhD) in universities in the United States and who share
dilBferent regional languages and a national language. The Regional language refers to
local dialects spoken by Indonesians based on their ethnicities. The native language in
thispaperrefers toBahasa Indonesia, assuming thateveryIndonesian students in theU.S.
speak diis language.

Additionally, this study is also guided by a number of theoretical assumptions
related to code-switching and multilingualism. In terms of students' use of code-
switching, itwas expected that theparticipants ofthis study would use relatively the same
strategy incommunicating among their peers both inpublic and private situations. This
expectation isbased onthe'assumption that they developed the same level ofproficiency
inEnglish and the same knowledge ofgrammatical systems ofboth theirnative languages
and English. According toPoplack (1980), those factors have been found necessary for
code-switching :to occur. A research conducted by Poplack (1980) indicates that
speakers who arefluent and balanced inbothlanguages tend tobebetter atalternating and
switching languages. Therefore, considering that the participants shared the same
fluency inboth languages, itwas also expected that they would have relatively the same
reasonsinchoosingthe languagesbased onthe contexts and situations.

The reason to choose Indonesian graduate students was that, even though
possessing different regional languages; theyunderstand one common language, which is
Bahasa Indonesia. As noted by Coulmas (2006, p. 109), in relation to the phenomena
which occur indaily life, L2 speakers living in multilingual communities may always
face die reality that they have to choose which language to use. This will result in a
coijdition where peoplemayswitch from onel^guage to another, based on their needs
and the conditions around them. Code-switching may also be related to some other
factors such asmotivations driven bysocial conditions incertain speech communities. In
short, code-switcl^g may be used to activate social meanings, maintain solidarity,
display preferences and attitudes and conform to the norms in a certain community
(Gumperz, 1982; Myers-Scotton, 1985; Crystal, 1987; Blom & Gumperz, 2000;
Coulmas, 2006).

Despite the greatabundance of research on code-switching, littleor no research
was focused ongroups ofmultilingual speakers sharing different native languages and
temporarily staying in particular multilingual communities. Speakers who stay in
particular regions within a limited time such asstudents ortemporary workers, mayhave
different reasons for code-switching, resulting from various linguistic interactions.
Regardless of the fact diat those speakers are engaged in communications within
institutional settings that prescribe a particular language to be used within the
communities, I-assume that Indonesian students in the U.S. may have particular
considerations inchoosing what language touse with theirpeers inboth monolingual and
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multilingual settings. Since it is assumed that those students communicate widi
relativelythe same groupofpeopleas their communities ofpractice(academic and non-
academic) during their stay in theU.S., I amparticularly interested ininvestigating the
nature of code-switching, the major patterns of code-switching and the reasons for.
choosing a language overanother. I alsointend to findoutwhether therelationship with
particular speakers will affect theirchoice of language in conversation. Since thereare
limitedstudies focusing on speakers sharing different native languages and temporarily
staying inparticular communities, thisstudy is necessary. Thestudents Involved in this
study share relatively common language backgrounds; they speak dieir own native
language, Bahasa Indonesia as a national language and English as a foreign language.
Since those studentsspeakdifferent native languages, it needsto be notedthat there is a
possibility that theyposses different cultural values based on the languages they speak.
For instance, comparable to their cultural values and beliefs, it is apparent that Malay
speakers from Sumatea will be more direct in conversation compared to Javanese
speakers. Presumably, there may beparticular factors governing whether tochoose their
native language, Bahasa Indonesia or English in conversations with theirpeersboth in
monolingual and multilingual settings. Their language preference in Indonesia(within
their families or working places) mayalso reflecttheir tendency of language choicein
communicating with others in the U.S.

In this study, I explored the nature of code-switching among Indonesian
university students in theU.S. togainmore a comprehensive understanding onhowthose
students perform theircommunication strategies in different communities and settings.
First, wii regard to Gumperz (1982), Iassumed that speakers' goals, values and attitudes
arenecessary factors inanalyzing code-switching. Accordingly, mapping diefeatures of
code-switching andits realizations became the initialbaseof thisstudy. I alsobelieved
thatspeakers mayhave tonegotiate some kinds ofculturalvalues bothamong themselves
and withtheirAmericans fiiehds(whichmayor may notoverlapwiththeU.S. contexts).
Ontheonehand,particular expressions mayoccurbothinEnglish andBahasa Indonesia
(or regional languages). On,the other hand, certain codes may be considered as
polite/impolite or toosensitive/taboo ineither language, which mayenable term-switch
to occur. ForEnglish speakers, itmaybe common to usetheword"dog" to illustrate the
sound/d/,however, forIndonesians, especiallyJavanesespeakers, forInstance, theuse of
such term is culturally inappropriate, because the. word "dog" (asu=Javanese) is
considered as an incredible.insult in the Javanese language (Beazley, 2003). Based on
those assumptions, it maybe interesting to find out howthe Indonesian students in the
U.S. dealwith suchcomplexity, reflecting in how, whatandwhyparticular language is
chosen. Therefore, the following researchquestionswereformed to^de thestudy:

1. WhatarethemajorpattemsoflanguageuseainonglndonesianstudentsintheU.S.?
2. What are the reasons of Indonesian students in choosing particular languages in

conversations?
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Research Methodology

The study applied both survey and interview methods. Thirty participants were
contacted through emails. Then, out of thirty students, "eighteen potential participants
were selected based on the following considerations:

1. Theparticipants areIndonesian university graduatestudent^ in theU.S.
2. Theparticipants shouldall speakdifferent regional languages fromone another (i.e.

Javanese, Simdanese, Balinese and Madurese); Bahasa Indonesia as a national
languageandEnglish as a foreign language.

3. Theparticipantshave stayed in theU.S. formore than ayear

The reason why I recruited eighteenparticipants is based on the fact that there are
more than 400 regional languages in Indonesia (Nababan, 1991),and the above native
languages chosen are in fact the ones that have the greatest number of speakers in

•Indonesia. Thissurvey method wasusedto find out the preference of language used in
conversation and the reasons of choosing a particular language over another in
conversations bothinmonolingual andmultilingual settings. Followingthesurvey, three
interview participants were selectedbased on the survey response. The interviewwas
conducted to elicitspecific and elaborative information on the speakers' rationalization
oncode-switching. "Die interviews werescheduled forapproximately thirtyto forty-five
minutes foreachparticipant. Sincesomeparticipants residein differentstatesin theU.S.,
other than conducting a face-to-face interview, these activities were also carried out
through telephone and/or online messenger chatting. All interviews were audio taped
andtranscribedfor dataanalysispurposes.

Design and Procedure

The first stage of data collection, whichis the surveyactivity, was executedby
means ofsurveymonkey progvam, thusitwasconducted online. Thisprocess wasaimed
atassessing theparticipants' language switching activities andtheirreasons inchoosing a
particular language over another in conversations. The advantage of conducting the
survey is that, on the one hand, doing so has enabled me to gather data from a large
number of participants and, the other hand, to develop a comprehensive view of a
particular issue. Additionally, in the effort of revealing the interrelations between
different underlying factors and processes influencing individual language choice, I
interviewed the participants. I asked the participants to reflect their language choice
activities and provide their own explanations, and required them, as individuals, to
fiirther explicate theirperceptions abouttheirexperiences ofandconscious or inadvertent
choices regarding language preference inmore depth thanit is possible from thesurvey
alone. Weninger (2007, p. 138) strongly argues that participants of a study should be
given "a chance to voicetheir ownunderstanding aboutwhy theydoparticular things".
His ideais criScizing the opinipn regarding the "commonbeliefin socii science research
that the researcher's interpretation of observed behavior is more objective or accurate
than inteipretations bythose whose behavior isbeing observed". Following Darlington
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& Scott, I think it will also be necess^ to be engaged in a more in-depth qualitative
study, as this will allow nie to explore questions which relate to the meaning of
experiences and to deciphering the corhplexity of human behavior (2002, p. 3). The
interview questions weredividedinto twoparts. Thefirst partconsisted ofparticipants'
linguisticbackgrounds (comprising their competence in the languages they spoke), and
the second part covered theirexplanations andrationalizations of choosing a particular
languagein conversations (seeAppendixDforthe interview protocol). .

Findings and Discussion

The dataanalysiswasbasedon the surveyand interview results. Elevenmales
and seven females participated in the survey. Those students are native speakers of
Javanese, Sundanese, Balinese, Madurese, Acehnese, Malay and Batakese^ and all of
thems^t^BahasaIndonesia onadailybasis. Additionally, asmultilingual speakers, the
participants claimed thattheyspeakat leasttwoor three languages, starting witha native
languagethattheyfirstleaih fromtheirparents,BahasaIndonesiaandEnglish,andsome
additional languages and dialects. Three participants speakmore than four languages.
As typical Indonesian students in general,most of the participants (96%) admitted that
they started studyingEnghsh injunior high school. Therefore,all ofthem also stated that
they have been studyingEnglish for more than ten years. Since the students are from the
same study batch (they came to the U.S. at almost the same time), they have been in the
•U.S. for relatively the same length time. Accordingly,most ofthem admitted that since
theirplanes landedin theU.S., theyhavehad to use Englishon a dailybasis.

In the survey, the participantswere askedto map their language use in different
contexts and conversation partners. For this purpose, the participants' use of the three
languages (regional language, Bahasa Indonesia, and Einglish), and the alternations
amongthose languages wereaddressed inthe survey. Inregard to themajorpatternand
rationalization of code-switching, the discussions based on the survey results are
categorized as follows:

Mono language-Monolingual Settings •

When engaged in a conversation with" students who share the same language
backgrounds {Bahasa Indonesia), iho students tended to use Bahasa Indonesia. This
finding was in accordance with previous studies which stated that Bahasa Indonesia is
used among Indonesians from different ethnicities, and to strengthen their sense of
nationality, especially when they are abroad (see, e.g. Wolfand Poedjosoedarmo, 1982;
Zurbuchen, 1984). Based on the interview, the three participants seemed to agree on one

.pointwhytheyv&tBahasaIndon^ia andnotEnglishwhenspeaking withIndonesiansin
the U.S: The primaryreason was because they assumed that every Indonesianswould
understand Bahasa Indonesia. The three interview participants also admitted that using
Englishwith Indonesiansmay showsnobbishness,as shownin the followingexcerpt:
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"I think I use Indonesian because i^s.. .1know all Indonesian speak Indonesian,
that's why...so I use Indonesia...and second...okay...I don't want to use English
becauseIdon'twanttheotherpersontothmkmeasarrogant."(Henny) •

Additionally, using English among Indonesians may also create gaps among
Indonesians themselves and sometimes it may generate a linguistic conflict. One of the
participants whom I interviewed stated that whenever he used English in Indonesian
forums, he willbe gossiped about as the case ofIjul's below:

Ijul: ntardigosipinlagi
(then, (people) will make a gossip (aboutme) again)

Ani: ok, got it
Ani: huh?

Ijul: samaoranglndodisini
(by Indonesianpeople here) (Ijul, my translation)

It is apparent that English was infrequently used in conversation among
Indonesians in the U.S., even though one or two'words may be inserted in sentences.
Crystal's (1987) notion was proven in this study that the reason for inserting English
words in conversation was particularly caused by the absence of certain terms in both
Indonesian and the regional language. Additionally, I must acknowledge Gumperz
(1982) for his comment on the importance oftopic ofconversations in determining what
language to use and whether code-switching may occur during conversation. The
following exceiptfromthe interviewwithEka may illustrate the significanceoftopics in
determining what language to use in conversations:

"Ifthe topic is about crap or nonsense we use Bahasa all the time. Ifwe discuss
seriousstuff,thenwe normallyborrow someEnglishwords or even phrases". (Eka)

It is interesting for me how Eka inserted the term "crap" in his sentence. Even
thoughthismaybe far awayfrommy discussionon code-switching, Efcz's choice ofwords
hasinspiredmetoconductanotheradditional researchonthismatter. I wonderifCrystal's
(1987) ideathatthespeaker's mentalorphysical conditions suchas tiredness, upsetfeeling
or another mental distraction has something to do with this. I may connect this discussion
with Gibbons' (1997), findings in his research involving imiversity students finm Hong
Kong. He indicates that the challenge for the students (Chinese) is not learning new
vocabularyitems. Studentsmay recognizethe meaningor senseofparticularwords when
they know that people use them and then they imitate their actions. Thus, instead of
translatingthewords that dpnot exist in theirnativelanguage,they tend to insert the words
in conversationwhenever they need them. Accordingly, I assume that Eka inserted the
word"crap" becausehe noticedpeople aroundhimusingthis term in conversation.

Itwassurprising thattheuse ofEnglishonlyin conversation wasrelativelyhigher
than that of native language {Bahasa Indonesia). This finding somewhat violated the
assumption that Bahasa Indonesia (see previous notes by Wolff & Poedjosoedarmo,
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1982; Zurbuchen, 1984; Goebel,,2002a) may fiinction as glue sticking for Indonesian
speakers since they share the same language. This assumptipn is also based on the
understanding that when Indonesian students live abroad, they may want to build their
nationalism by insisting that they will speak their native language among themselves.
The usQ ofBahasa Indonesia among Indonesians to deemphasizethe great difference m
languages (andcultures) maybe reflected through thenation's motto, "bhinneka hmggal
ika"^ which means 'hinity in diversity" (Nababan, 1991; Sneddon, 2003;Allen,2005).
For this particular reason, it must be understood that the use of regional language
(assuming thatIndonesians speakdifferent regional language basedontheirethnicities),
mayviolate thespiritof"unityindiversity". Accordingly, despite itssenseofintimacy or
closeness, when used in a foreign setting, regional languages may be considered as
having a divisive influence towards thespeakers. Thisfinding isalsoin accordance with
Heller's (2002) idea that code-switching may perform some kind of political strategy.
When mobilizing to new places, speakers choose a particular language for a certain
reason related to their etlmic identity. The following table illustrates the language
preference inmonolingual settings. Each language isused among Indonesians whenthey
minglein agroupconsisting ofonlyIndonesians intheU.S.

Table 1. Mono language in monolingual settings

Language Frequency oflanguage use Percentage

Regional language Low 1

Bahasa Indonesia High 65

English Average 28

Mono language-Multilingual settings

When engaged in conversations in multilingual settings or public places in the
U.S., the students' language preference seemed to change accordingly. English was
likely to dominatethe languagepreferred. The students' choice of language in foreign
settings, asnotedbyWeninger (2007) mayshow theirmetapragmatic awareness of then-
language use, which is tailored to their language preference. As Verschueren puts it,
metapragmatic awareness which "performs a crucial force behind the meaning-
generating capacity of language in use refers to indirect signahng withinthe stream of
discourseor the constmt ability of speakers to performself-monitoring in speakingand
interpreting others* talk (2004, p. 36). By possessing metapragmatic awareness,
Verschueren claims.thatspeakersmust understand what &ey are doingwhen they use a
particular language. Aspeaker's ihetapragmaticawareness is illustratedbythefollowing
excerpt taken from Verschueren's (2004:68):
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N: Ifitisgrantedtous
G: Inshallah, inshallah, inshallali
N: Eh?Butinthemosque I didnotseeyou?
G: That'swherelamgoingrightnow!

The above conversation is about a soccer game that they are going towatch the
next day. Inorder to express the nature ofhumans' inability tocontrol the future course of
events, Nuses a conditional statement, "Ifit is granted to us". In a Muslim's way G's
respond to Nby using the Arabic term, "inshallah" (ifGod wishes). G's response which
reflects a Muslim identity tap's N's metapragmatic awareness so he changes the topic
about G's absence in the mosque. In his next response, Gshows his acceptance to N's
switch oftopic. .

When they are communicating with peers sharing the same language, and
acknowledging that there are speakers ofother languages, they choose alanguage which
can be understood by both parties. Therefore, there is some kind of negotiation of
preference versus accommodation, with relatively diverse motivations for both. In
addition, alack ofinteraction involving the native language (e.g. in the coffee shop) may
mean that the desire to accommodate others, with each comprising motivations has
propelled the students to use English, which is the dominant language spoken inthe U.S.
Table2illustrates the use ofmono language in multilingual settings orpublicplaces.

Table 2.Mono language inmultilingual settings

Language Frequency of language use Percentage
Regional language Low 28
Bahasa Indonesia Average 18 -
English High 54

Multi language-MonolingualSettings

The code-switching that occurs in conversation between Indonesians in
monolingual settings was primarily involving Bahasa Indonesia and English. I am
indebted to Heller's (2002) idea about the possibility ofcode-switching to represent
powerofthe users. Ialso agree withFasold that, when communicating in foreign settings,
speakers may build their sense ofnationalism through language, as well as culture (2001,
p. 3). The language used by Indonesians in the U.S. then may be categorized as the low
variety (in this case, Bahasa Indonesia) and English as the high variety, considering that it
is the dominant language inthe American setting. From table 3. it can beseen that the
combination ofBahasa Indonesia and English was most preferable for students. This
illustration was also in accord^ce with the generalization previously made by Wolfand
Poedjosoedarmo (1982) an^ Zurbuchen (1984) about the use of Bahasa Indonesia in
interethnic communications. However, the fact that the use ofEnglish (along with
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Bahc^a Indonesia) surprised me considering that in the interview the participants
admitted that diey restricted the use ofEnglish among Indonesianpeers toavoid showing
arrogance.

Table 3. Multi l^^age in monolingual settings

Language Frequency of language use Percentage
Bahasa Indonesia and English Average 47

Bahasa Indonesia and regional language Low 16

Regional language and English . Low .... 18.

Bahasa Indonesia, regional language and
English

Low 19

Multi language-Multilingual Settings

Even though the previous pair of Bahasa Indonesia still occurred in high
frequency ofuse,there isasignificantdifferencebetween code-switching inmonolingual
andmultilingual settings. Since the students communicated in multilingual settings, I
assumed that the communal norms might influence the language use. Related to the
notion ofpower in language useandsense ofnationality (Heller, 2002; Fasold, 2001), by
usingBafiasaIndonesiaalongwithEnglishin multilingual settings,the students' wanted
to strengthen their sense of nationality among Indonesians, while at the same time,
obeying the communal norms iii the American culture. The students' metapragmatic
awareness was also showed by their low frequency in using languages that were only
imderstood among Indonesians. In this case, itmi^t also reflect the students' solidarity
toward English speakers. As illustrated by thefollowing table, whencommunicating in
the 'English-dominating' environment, students tend to blend English and Bahasa

more frequently:

Table4. Multi language in multilingual settings

Language Freqiiency of language use Percentage
Bahasa Indonesia and English High 78

Bahasa Indonesia and regional language Low 8

Regional language and English Low 4

Bahasa Indonesia, regional language and
English

Low 10

Rationalizations of Code-Switching

From the survey,most ofthe participants, surprisingly,admitted that the reasons
for language switching were driven by their linguistic deficiency resulting from the
unavailability ofparticular termsinthelanguages involved. Beside supporting Crystal's
(1987) ideaaboutthecommon rationalization ofcode-switching, thisfinding wasalsoin
linewithGibbons' (1997) research study onChinese students, related totheirtendency to
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switch their languages, instead ofstruggling with translations for particular terms which
may be missing in a language. In the case of Indonesian students, it was apparent that
some students might claini particular terms and built their new communal norms when
they interacted in multilingual settings in the U.S. The use ofacademic terms (when they
discussed academic topics) and swear words (when they were upset or angry) by the
students, for instance, showed their reluctance use translation, although those terms were
also available .in their languages (see, e.g., Eka, one of the interviewees used the term
"crap" instead of its Indonesian or Balinese translation). Considering their status as
multilinguals, prior to departing to the U.S., Indonesian students have been familiar with
language crossingbehavior. For them,choosingwhichtermsto usein conversationmay
take the benefits ofknowing other terms from other languages. In Indonesian settings,
when Bahasa Indonesia became the high variety (versus the regional languages as the
low varieties), speakers also have tendencies to apply the termsused in Bahasa Indonesia
when discussing particular matters, instead of translating them into regional language
terms. Although students may take advantage of being multilinguals, they did not
consider themselves as having an exclusive status. It was shown in &e survey that most
participantswere stronglyagainst the idea ofusing code-switchingactions to show pride,
or request for acknowledgement from others of their being exclusively multilingual or
distinguished. Even in initiatingwhat language to use amongpeers, the participants
admitted that they never initiate the choice; instead, regardless of the settings and
contexts of speaking, they tended to follow the stream of how language is used in the
conversations. The following interview excerpt illustrateshow the participants decide to
use a particular language:

"I didn't think okay...I have to speak English...not like that...and it's like he
always replies to me in Indonesian or Javanese and if that's going on for a while so I
understand it...okay... he doesn't want to speak English, I need to speak to switch to
Indonesian...okay". (Henny)

Following Verschueren (2004), I assume that the speakers' metapragmatic
competence does not always mean that they have to always take the lead in conversations
by deciding what language to use or what topic to talk about. As seen in the above
illustration, the ability of speakers to manage conversation flows seemed to be more
important, since itmight have reflected their tmderstanding ofwhat codes were used.

Some students noted that they sometimes switch their languages on purpose in
orderto prevent others from understanding what theywere talking about. Again, topic
mightplay a central role in determining what languages to use. Switching languages
based on topics selection usually it happens whenspeakers wantto exclude peoplewho
are not directly part ofthe conversation, but are wiiin earshot. Interestingly, based on
the survey andsupported by oneof the interview participants, some speakers addressed
this issue from the flip side by choosing the non-dominant language (either Bahasa
Indonesiaor the regionallanguage) in orderto allowthebystanders tounderstandwhat is
beingdiscussed. He switchedthe languagein order to invitethe bystanders' attentionor
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curiosityaboutwhatwas beingdiscussed. Whenthey were interested in the discussion,
then, these speakers might provide furtherexplanation (and sometimestranslation) so as
to enable the bystanders to understand the topics being discussed. In fact to my
knowledge, it might also show the speaker' multilingual strategy in conversation, by
letting others not sharing the same language involved in the discussion. When this
happens, itmight mean fiat the sense ofsolidarity may not only be addressed to peers
sharingthesamelanguage, butalsotobystanders. Fourparticipants explained thatoneof
the reasons for code-switching was influenced by tiieir physical or psychological
conditions. When they are tired or stressed, they admitted that their tongues became
'lazier' which hinders them from using translation strategy. In this case, in accordance to
Weninger's (2007)researchstudy, the language last spokenamongparticipants may also
determine the language chosen in the subsequent conversation flow.

The relations among conversants also seemed to play important roles in
determining whatlanguageto use. Thecloseness amongparticipants mayalsodetermine
what language to use, in this case, for example, the regional language may serve as a
mediator in a heated discussion. One ofthe interview participants reported that he used
BahasaIndonesia to accommodate conflict, as shown in the following excerpt:

'\..soalnyabdnyakkonflikdi\riAQnQS\SRCOTxmi\m\tysini
(because(there are) a lot of conflicts within the Indonesian community (here)."

(Ijul, my translation)

He admitted that the use ofEnglish or inserting English phrases in conversation
may heatup a discussion. It wasunderstandable, considering thatEnglishis considered
as the high"variety in the U.S. community. Whenever a speaker initiates the use of
Englishinmonolingual discussions amongIndonesians, he/shemayviolatethesolidarity
stance. The speakers'rationalizations for code-switching can be seen in the following
table:

Table 5. Rationalizations for codeswitching

Reported Rationalizations for code-switching • percentage

Expressing solidarity 33

Excltision/inclusibn ofbystanders 19

Unavailability of relevant vocabulary 35

Physical/psychological state 7

Showing pride 3 • • •

2.Bhinneka tunggalika (originated from Sanskrit) is themottoof dieRepublic of Indonesia that '
acknowledges themultiethnic.and multilingual nature of Indonesia andemphasizes the impoi^ce ofunity.
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Domains Influencing code-switching activities

The importance ofconversation domains was first introduced by Fishman (1975,
as cited in Weninger, 2007). Then, relying on a questionnaire on domain-analysis,
Greenfield and Parasher (in "Fasold, 2001) conducted research involving Spanish
bilingual speakers in New York City. The result showed that the relationship among
speakers, conversation topic and participants performed the high domains determining
the language preference.' Surprisingly, from the survey, it was shown that the topic of
conversation was chosen as the highest factor influencing code-switching. It seems that
Indonesian students consider that the topic may determine how they sense a language.
Tliefollowingexcerpts, for instance, showhow aparticular languageismorepreferable:

1. "But ifwe are like.. .eating.. .and we are talking about.. .1don't know.. .like...what is
our favorite television show or something like that.. .Javanese" CHennvT

2. ".. .especially ifwe want to critique something.. .1think. ..like I want to criticize, for
example my dean about the school policy or something like that.. .1feel much much
better using English" (Henny).

The following table illustrates the- influence of conversation domains in
determining the language choice by Indonesian students in the U.S.

Domains percentage

Degree of relationship among conversant 18

Conversation topic • " • 55.6

Location 11

Participants 16

It was apparent that the students' language choice was influenced by both stable
factors suchas topic,participants and locations, and situationalor emergentfactors such
as the physicalconditions and moods. Those factors interchangeably provided an array
factorsin selectingwhichlanguages or codesto use. Sometimes, speakers' languageacts
were performed intentionally and in some other occasions, their choices were not the
resultsof rationaldeliberation, especiallywhen speakerswere engagedin conversations
in multilingual settings." Again, based on motivations, goals, conversation topics,
participants andcontexts of speaking mayresultinparticular pattemsof code-switching
which may characterize the speakers' multilingual strategies in multilingual settings.
However, I believe that thosepattems maybe subjectto changedue to the dynamisms of
interactions
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Implications

I previously predicted that that there will be no or httle structural, inter- or
intrapersonal mechanism, such as community or institutional noims, accommodation,
politeness, physical condition such as fatigue or laziness, and rationality that may
singularly, account for speakers' language choices, although each of them may be
involved. As I am myselfmultilingual, based on my personal experience, I assume that
there will be other possible factors driving language choice for intemational graduate
students in the U.S. First, related to the result ofthe survey and interview, I would say that
Indonesians in the U.S. might be aware of the importance of other-influences such as,.
cultural values that may directly or indirectly impact the language preference, and some
unpredictable and violable arrangements for language choice, such as
exclusion/inclusion ofothers in addition to the apparent communal perception ofEnglish
as the accepted institutional and social password in the U.S. Interestingly, the students'
multihngual strategy was reflected in their ability to 'play safe' in using the languages in
multilingual interactions. They selected the most comfortable languages in
conversations without neglecting others who were within their earshot.' Borrowing
Verschueren's (2004) term, metapragmatic awareness, what I mean by 'playing safe' in
using the language is that, the students' code-switching activities were not only meant to
express solidarity among Indonesians but also to other Intemational students and
Americans. Second, the Indonesian students' attitudes (which was not directly discussed

.but implicitly included in this paper) towards their culture and the languages they speak
may as well impact the language choice activities. The latter is based on the idea that,
when using a particular language, those students may have particular sense, taste or
meaning, attached to their cultural values and beliefs. This assumption was particularly
gathered from the in-depth interview process.

As I stressed in the methodology section, ajoint investigation of language data
from a survey and speakers opinions is likely to provide a better illustration of code-
switching activities. However, other unpredictable aspects may be generated if the
researchers use different methods. Therefore, if this to be done again for the future
research, it would be beneficial to apply another method such as speech diary, where
speakers are asked to record their language preference over a longer period of time.
Based on die natural fimction of a diary to picture activities and experiences, this may
enable the participants to provide more accurate data since obviously they will have more
freedom in talking about themselves compared to when they are videotaped in an
interview. Norton contends that the entries generated from speech diary may "highlight
the relationship between the social interaction and social identity" (1994, p. 25). Hence,
since being engaged in social interactions.may require the participants to code-switch,
this technique can benefit the researcherandparticipants in providingsupplementaryand
authentic data.
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